SPECIAL UPDATE

UPATED
Dear Clients,
We are open and available for you!
We want to assure you that we are strictly adhering to the
Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), along with
local community health guidelines. We are doing everything we
can to provide a safe and healthy environment for our
employees, our clients, and the greater community.
Our industry has been categorized as “essential services”
because of its importance to public health.
Services can be performed without the need for customer
interaction. You can request to meet with your arborist
“virtually” – but still onsite – where cell phones and tablets take
the place of our person-to-person interaction. Now that you’re
spending more time on your property, reach out to make sure
it's safe with no dangerous branches or tree issues and to
enhance the beauty of your landscape for heightened outdoor
enjoyment.
When the outdoors are flourishing with people and activity
again soon, you'll be ready to fully enjoy it. You can focus on
enjoying your friends, family, and the beautiful weather!
Some of the services we can provide:
Tree removal
Spring tree trimming and tree pruning
Springtime fertilization to help promote healthy trees and
greenery.

Our Plant Healthcare Program detects signs and
symptoms of pests and disease activity, so we can provide
treatment and guard against bacterial and fungal diseases
too.

Remember the therapeutic benefits of nature and
your green surroundings!
Spending time with nature can help lower anxiety and bring you
joy, especially during this stressful time.
Benefits of Nature:
1. Natural sunlight helps mitigate pain, provides vitamin D,
and helps boost your immune system. Fresh air decreases
disease vectors.
2. Studies show that a few minutes of viewing a nature
scene improves blood pressure, respiration rate, brain
activity, and decreases stress hormones.
3. Being among nature and being present in it can restore
your focus and you'll be happier for it.
Whatever the activity, be out and appreciate the natural
elements to reduce anxiety.

*ATTENTION*

We are offering a 10% discount on all tree
services
for the next 30 days!
*Must schedule appointment and approve quote no later than April 30th for discount.
Discount will NOT apply after that date.*
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